
Gytis Tereikis 

Full time freelance translator & interpreter 

YEAR OF BIRTH:  1977 

NATIVE LANGUAGE:  Lithuanian 

LANGUAGE PAIRS: English>Lithuanian, Lithuanian>English 

PLACE OF RESIDENCE:  Kaunas, Lithuania 

EMAIL:   gytis.tereikis@gmail.com  

MOBILE:   +370 611 19858 

QUALIFICATIONS:  

Proz.com certified as professional linguist in English>Lithuanian language pair.  

Finalist of the Lithuanian National Dictation contest in 2007. 

A number of translation courses attended since 2004. 

120 hour course on public relations and writing skills at Vilnius University in 2003. 

Bachelor’s degree in Finance Management at Kaunas University of Technology in 1999. 

 

EXPERIENCE: 

I was doing volunteer work from 1999 to 2012. The work required a lot of public speaking and 

writing. Translation and interpretation experience started in 2004.  

My main specialization is translation and editing of Clinical Trial & Pharmaceutical texts. This 

includes patient-facing, doctor-facing and regulatory/legal material (SPCs, PILs, ICFs, 

correspondence with regulatory authorities, ethics committees and personal data protection 

agencies, clinical trial contracts, etc.). You may also find my name in the pool of pharmaceutical 

translators pre-screened by ProZ.com.  

Depending on time and availability, I might also be able to help you in other areas that I have 

worked at. Some of these other fields are mentioned below: 

 

- Automotive: hundreds of thousands words translated for major Asian, European and American 

car manufacturers, including marketing and technical brochures, dealer staff e-learning courses, 

internal dealer communication, etc. 

 

- Finance, insurance: financial reports, contracts, insurance product descriptions and 

procedures (general insurance, life insurance, credit insurance). 

 

- Marketing, market research: my clients value my creative abilities to adapt marketing texts 

to local culture and make them really appealing for Lithuanian readers. Also, I have been 

working on survey questionnaires for restaurant chains, hotels, high education institutions, etc.& 

- Technical: fiber laser tube cutting machine (117k words), electric power tools, pneumatic 

tools, compressors, lifting equipment, roofing materials, batteries, ATMs (cash dispensers), 

smart phones, TVs, computers, photo cameras, etc. 

 

- Websites: I have localized various websites into Lithuanian, ranging from sports and travel to 

heavy-duty machinery. 

 

As an interpreter, I have worked on various occasions ranging from small, private meetings to 

international events that hosted presidents of countries. 

 

CAT tools I use include Trados Studio 2017, MemoQ, Memsource, Across, Wordbee, Translation 

Workspace, etc. 

 

REFERENCES:  

Please see references at my proz.com profile and linkedin profile. 
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